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Benton County Snowmobile Club 

Greetings and salutations fellow snowmobiling enthusiasts! 


Did you survive the “Polar Vortex”?  Nope,  me either.  I think there’s frozen body parts strewn about the 
state.  I didn’t see any snowmobilers out then either.  I mean we’re hearty but we’re not dumb.  On the 
plus side,  the vortex ended and it SNOWED.  Snow for quite a few years was a four letter word  (yes,  
technically it IS a four letter word,  but you get my meaning).  Being this is a snowmobiling newsletter i 
should substitute the word ‘meaning’ with the more aptly fitting word “drift”.   So we have had a snowy 
February.  Groomers have went out several times already.  A HUGE shout out to the groomer operators 
that put in 14+ hours at a time!  They get lonely folks,  offer to go with them the next time they groom,  at 
least they will have someone to talk to.  Also,  if you think you may be interested in being trained on how 
to groom,  go on a few ride alongs.  A bunch of us made it to the Winter Rendezvous again this year.  It 
was held at Cragun’s Resort.  The food was phenomenal and the riding was spectacular.   I hope you ALL 
sign up for the Winter Rendezvous next year!  Location TBA.  Happy riding folks!

Newsletter

Hot Dog roast at groomer shed March 16th  
11-1p.m. It’s really more of a buffet!  
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Al’s Corner: 
                                                                                         Keep The Faith 
I love studying climate and have noticed  a pattern in the weather.  About every 40 years or so,  
we get some REALLY lean winters.  Warm weather and  no precipitation doesn’t abode well for 
snowmobiling.  Back in the 1890’s people were probably living in mud huts and chucking spears 
at grazing mastodons.  That drop in precip. didn’t hurt snowmobiling at all.  Then 40 years later 
came the 1930’s.  That got the nickname the ‘dust bowl’ as entire areas of cropland just blew 
away in the wind.  Low precipitation and lack of mechanical irrigation caused the problem.  Next 
we advance another 40 years to the 1970’s.  The drought of the mid to late ’70’s coupled with the 
gas crisis,  slaughtered snowmobile manufacturers.  We went from  over 100 down to 4 by the 
early 1980’s.  **gulp**  Now the scary part.  Advance another 40 years you get to the 2010’s 
(twenty-teens).  When the 2010’s rolled in i thought,  if i want to do any snowmobiling in this 
decade,  i’m going to have to buy a trailer,  and so i did.  We went  years without running the 
groomer!  This latest snow drought has hit our sport pretty hard,  not as hard as the ’70’s but 
word has it that clubs have closed their doors and donated their remaining monies to charities.  
**gulp**.  But the remaining snowmobile manufacturers learned a lot from the 1970’s and they 
diversified production to include not just snowmobiles but also 4-wheelers,  motorcycles,  and 
watercraft.  I don’t believe the remaining big 4 are going anywhere soon.  It’s been a pretty 
miserable decade for sure as far as our sport goes,  but….i think we’re at the end or at least 
nearing the end.  I doubt the weather follows our Gregorian calendar to the letter,  but it is 2019 
and we should be very close to ending this drought,  maybe a year or two?  Or maybe it’s OVER!  I 
can’t really say yet,  but we’ll know soon enough.  Think of the renaissance of the 1980’s after the 
horrible drought.  Polaris brought us their remarkable I.F.S. and it changed snowmobiling 
forever.  Ski-Doo brought us the variable exhaust valve (R.A.V.E).  Yamaha gave us the handlebar 
mounted fairing.  And Arctic Cat brought us…..well,  they brought us……..black and green 
snowmobiles!  So folks,  keep the faith.  The drought will end,  a new snowmobile renaissance 
will most likely occur,  and we will keep the sport alive.  When the next decade of drought rolls 
around in 40 years,,  (the 2050’s)  for most of you reading this,  it isn’t gonna matter.  You live one 
life,  if it snows,  get out there! 

Thanks for reading folks! 
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